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ABSTRACT: File replication is a common strategy to improve data reliability and availability in large clusters. 
Reliability for each file under server failures based on the relationship between file reliability and replication factor 
when servers have a certain probability to fail. In the existing system more  number of replica creates it require more 
energy consumption, time and storage space and some time system fails and cannot send immediate response to the 
user request. We are implementing energy efficient adaptive file replication system using bloom filtering to reduce 
latency time. In the propose system increasing number of file replica according to user request or user priority and vice 
versa. Propose strategies in reducing file read latency, replication time and power consumption in large cluster. If 
multiple user send request for one file then system create multiple replica according to priority and get immediate 
response to the user. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In this system some file create and store three replicas for each file in randomly selected servers across different racks. 
However, they neglect the file heterogeneity and server heterogeneity, which can be leveraged to further enhance data 
availability and file system efficiency. As files have heterogeneous popularities, a rigid number of three replicas may 
not provide immediate response to an excessive number of requests, So we propose a dynamic transmission rate 
adjustment strategy to prevent potential incast congestion when replicating a file to a server, a network aware data node 
selection strategy to reduce file read latency, and a load-aware replica maintenance strategy to quickly create file 
replicas under replica node failures. Random selection of replica destinations requires keeping all servers active to 
ensure data availability, which however wastes power consumption. The random selection of replica destinations does 
not consider destination bandwidth and request handling capacity, network congestions may occur due to capacity 
limitation of some links and server may become overloaded by data requests. 

 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
In this Paper, The planned three genuine key swaps over protocols for parallel network file system (pNFS). Our 
procedures present three attractive compensations over the obtainable Kerberos based pNFS procedure. Primary, the 
metadata server implementing our procedures has much subordinate workload than that of the Kerberos based move 
toward. Subsequent, two our procedures make available frontward confidentiality: one is incompletely frontward 
protected [with admiration to manifold assemblies within an occasion era], at the same time as the additional is 
completely onward protected [with admiration to an assembly). Next, we have intended a procedure which not only 
make available onward confidentiality, other than is too escrowing gratis[1]. 
 
Author presents, Hadoop uses HDFS as the fundamental storage backend though Hadoop was originally planned to 
work with other FS too. Other types of FS are also supported by 0THadoop i.e. KFS, S3 etc. Hadoop with HDFS file 
system have few challenges, one of them is Lustre as backend for Hadoop. Given the disadvantages of HDFS, Lustre 
looks much promising storage backend for Hadoop when compared with HDFS.[2] 
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The Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) is designed to store very large data sets reliably, and to stream those data sets at high 
bandwidth to user applications. In a large cluster, thousands of servers both host directly attached storage and execute user 
application tasks. By distributing storage and computation across many servers, the resource can grow with demand while remaining 
economical at every size. We describe the architecture of HDFS and report on experience using HDFS to manage 25 petabytes of 
enterprise data at Yahoo!.[3] 
As new science teams adopt computational science as part of their discovery process, it becomes ever more important that parallel 
file systems cater to less “ideal” access patterns. In this work we have pursued a strategy of enabling a greater degree of latency 
hiding and reducing number of messages and I/O operations as a way of improving the performance of a parallel file system under a 
load with many small and independent I/O operations. We have described specific techniques that implement this strategy with roots 
in a variety of fields, including message passing libraries, databases, local file systems, and parallel file systems. [4] 

 
In this paper, it is described that the small files processing strategy, the IPFP algorithm can reduce memory cost greatly and improve 
the efficiency of data access, thus avoids memory overflow and reduces I/O overhead. Meanwhile, the IPFP algorithm is migrated to 
the MapReduce environment, which can complete frequent itemsets mining efficiently and thus enhance the overall performance of 
FP-Growth algorithm. The experimental results show that IPFP algorithm can make a breakthrough where PFP algorithm has its 
defects in handling massive small files datasets, and has a good speedup and a higher mining efficiency.[5] 

 
In this paper, we presented a new object-based storage model, ASG; introduced its architecture and primitives; and described a 
couple of use cases based on this model. As the use cases clearly show, the ASG storage model is flexible and can act as a starting 
point for building complex storage applications. Features supported by the ASG storage model make it possible to support 
requirements of common data models. 

 
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
In this paper, proposed EAFR to reduce file read latency, power consumption and replication completion latency. EAFR adaptively 
increases the number of replicas for hot files to alleviate intensive file request loads, and thus reduce the file read latency, and also 
decreases the number of replicas for cold files without compromising their read efficiency. 

 

 
 

Fig. 1: System architecture 
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IV. RESULTS 
 

 
Fig. 2: Home Page 

 
In fig. 3: admin activate user and give rights 

 
    Fig. 3: User Activation 
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In fig. 4 user login to the system then verify token after that user upload files on server. 
 

 
Fig. 4: Upload Files 

 
In fig. 5 Time analysis of the system 
 

 
 

Fig. 5: Time Analysis 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this Paper the popularity of data-intensive clusters places demands for file systems such as short file read latency and 
low power consumption. In this system a dynamic transmission rate adjustment strategy to prevent potential incast 
congestion when replicating a file to a server, a network aware data node selection strategy to reduce file read latency, 
and a load-aware replica maintenance strategy to quickly create file replicas under replica node failures. In future 
system can be extend by adding server failure tolerance also to increase system file security. The data partitioning 
algorithms is used for better performance and security 
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